Easy and quick to use
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IRSA Wood Oil

®

Blue-grey

[ Your professional surface ]

CARE TIPS for:
Outdoor-Furniture, Wooden Houses,
Yacht-decks, Carports, Wooden terraces etc.

- water resistant surface is obtained
- sinks into the wood, no flaking

- humidity regulating effect
- the wood is protected from drying out
and crack formation is reduced
- after treatment with the Wood Oil the wooden surface not only
looks decorative, but is easy to maintain, protected against the
effects of dirt and can withstand the weather
- easy cleaning and after treatment

IRSA Exotic Wood Oil
- Properties as IRSA Wood Oil, see above
Only available in light brown. A more intensive colour tone can be
achieved by applying several coats:
untreated

1 x Exotic Wood Oil 2 x Exotic Wood Oil

IRSA Lackfabrik Irmgard Sallinger GmbH
An der Günz 15
D-86489 Deisenhausen
Phone +49 8282 8944-0
info@irsa.de - www.irsa.de

light grey

warm grey

dark grey

tobacco brown

rust red

dark green

larch

IRSA Oils, Cleaner and Wood Anti-Grey
for native and exotic woods in outdoor areas

- susceptibility to getting green coating is reduced

white

IRSA OUTDOORS

- protects against weathering

The colours shown here may differ slightly from the actual colours. This is also contingent on the type of wood used.

- protects against bleaching/fading

Why does wood need special care and a surface protection
when it is outdoors?

• Due to wind and weather unprotected wood surfaces become rough, cracked

and grey, subject to the type of wood and the surface protection available, the
wood swells through the effect of excessive water and the surface washes out

• Bright sunshine and heat lead to cracks, splits and to a slow erosion of the
wood

• Areas subjected to a lot of shade tend to moss and algae growth, or because
of standing water (in profiling or screw holes) rot sets in

• Scratching insects (e.g. wasps) destroy the substance of the wood

Our 4 OUTDOOR – PRODUCTS offer:

Oil Treatment:

- removal of the wood greying - UV-Protection by the micro fine pigments - no resin layer build up on the surface! - longevity and conservation of value - multifunctional application, from terraces to yachts -

With our IRSA Exotic Wood Oil und IRSA Wood Oil (contains refined natural oils such as sun flower oil, soya
oil, swiss-stone pine oil, safflower oil, rape oil, tree gum, cobalt and calcium soap, de-aromatised hydrocarbons,
relevant pigments) we offer a prestigious choice of colour.

Cleaning:

Wood anti-grey:

IRSA
Aqua Cleaner 5000 Outdoor

IRSA
Wood Refresher

For thorough cleaning: Using IRSA Aqua Cleaner 5000 Outdoor for manual cleaning (e.g. with a
scrubbing brush) will not remove the natural greying, but the wooden surface will be professionally
cleaned. A further treatment with oil is recommended, even if you want to keep the greying colour
tone. In this case choose a grey tone.

IRSA Wood-Refresher is a liquid special
cleaning agent / anti-grey (undiluted or up to 1:5
diluted) to freshen up and clean greying wood in
out-door area. The highly effective anti-grey is all
purpose – whether on greyed Kekatong-, Bangkirai-terraces or to lighten greying coniferous wood.
The surface is treated with IRSA Wood Refresher
(where necessary with a scrubbing brush), until
an evenly coloured surface is obtained.

For interim cleaning: IRSA Aqua Cleaner 5000
Outdoor is particularly suited to the removal of normal dirt. Moss, algae and insect infestation can be
prevented this way.
Preparation: For the application of IRSA Wood
Refresher and/or for the final conditioning oil treatment, clean the area first with IRSA Aqua Cleaner
5000 Outdoor.
Consumption: IRSA Aqua Cleaner 5000 Outdoor
should be used either pure, depending on the degree of dirt, or diluted with water (1:5) and applied to
the surface. The loosened dirt should then be continually removed from the surface until the surface is
completely clean.
General Instructions:

Consumption: Depending on the degree of dirt
use 1 litre for approx. 10-50 m² (for 1 m² between
20-100 ml)
The natural colour tone of the greyed outside
wood is re-established, the fresh, warm colour
tone is renewed and also has a visibly lasting effect after treatment with the coloured IRSA oils
suitable for outside areas. IRSA Exotic Wood Oil
and/or IRSA Wood Oil protect long-term and the
original colour tone of the wood becomes visible
again and is preserved.

A test coat should normally be carried out. For further instructions please turn to our Technical Data Sheets, the Safety Data Sheets, the
texts on the product labelling and the complete product declarations. More information can also be obtained at www.irsa.de/download.

IRSA Exotic Wood Oil is slightly dark brown in tone, hence it is primarily applied to Thermo wood and exotic
wood types. However, it can also be used on darker types of native wood.
IRSA Wood Oil is applied in particular to native wood and is available in the following colours: blue-grey, white,
light grey, warm grey, dark grey, tobacco brown, rust red, dark green, larch, colourless (Please note: colourless
should only be applied to lighten any of the afore-mentioned colours, never to be applied pure). The colours can
be mixed with each other. To protect against blueness, mould and rotting of native wood we recommend a pretreatment with a suitable, commercially available impregnating base coat.

IRSA
Exotic Wood Oil

IRSA
Wood Oil

Brown coloured, protects exotic woods (e.g.
Bangkirai, Teak, Ipe, Iroko, Kekatong, Mahogany, Meranti, Nyatoh, Jarrah, Belinga) but is also
suitable for native woods e.g. Douglas fir, Larch,
and Cedar.

Blue-grey, white, light grey, warm grey, dark
grey, tobacco brown, rust red, dark green,
larch. Other colours available on request. Protects native hard and soft woods e.g. Douglas
fir, Robinia, Larch, Pine, Spruce and Cedar

IRSA Exotic Wood Oil contains resistant, weatherproof oils and micro fine pigments. UV rays are effectively blocked and the wood is protected from
corrosion etc.

IRSA Wood Oil contains resistant, weather-proof
oils and micro fine pigments.

IRSA Exotic Wood Oil is free from toxic substances and odourless after drying. It emphasises the
colour of the wood but does not cause any major
colour change in the colour tone of exotic woods.
The product hardly causes any build-up of surface
film and for this reason terrace flooring in particular
gains an excellent durability (hardly any layer buildup means hardly any abrasion). The surface remains open pored, can actively breathe and can be
re-coated entirely or also even partially, and without
any interim sanding.
Consumption: 1 litre is sufficient for approx. 20m²
per coat = 50 ml/m² per coat.
Areas of use: for exotic woods in outside areas
such as terrace flooring, wooden decking, carports,
garden furniture, wooden facades, yachts etc.

UV rays are effectively blocked and the wood is
protected from corrosion etc.
IRSA Wood Oil is free from toxic substances and
odourless after drying. If necessary use a commercially available impregnating base as a first
coat to protect against mould, blueness etc.
The product hardly causes any build-up of surface film and for this reason terrace flooring in
particular gains an excellent durability (hardly any
layer build-up means hardly any abrasion). The
surface remains open pored, can actively breathe
and can be re-coated entirely or also even partially and without any interim sanding.
Consumption: 1 litre is sufficient for approx.
20m² per coat = 50 ml/m² per coat.
Areas of use: for exotic woods in outside areas
such as terrace flooring, wooden decking, carports,
garden furniture, wooden facades, yachts etc.

